
Raise Vital 
Funds For EventWell
take an hour out of your day to look after

your mental wellbeing and host a
PositiviTEA event with your friends and

colleagues to raise awareness
and support better mental 

health in events



You can do anything fun, social, or relaxing with a cup of
tea. 

There are a few ideas below but the sky is the limit! 

Just ask your friends and/or family to donate to
EventWell in return.

PositiviTEA Event Ideas:

Afternoon Tea
You can have lots of fun with this one! You could have a
cupcake decorating competition, baking competition or
just buy some fancy cakes and have a gossip with your
friends over a cuppa!

Spa Day
Host a much-needed hour of relaxation with friends and
family. You could all do some face masks together, hair
masks or give a tutorial on a new hairstyle or manicure! 

Games Night
A game of Twister, what about a game of charades,
Pictionary or an online board game.

Quiz
Who doesn’t love a good quiz!? You can make this really
fun and personal. How about getting your friends to send
a fact about themselves and have everyone guess who
said it? Or ‘guess the baby photo’. 

Cinema Screening
Missing those cinema trips? Have a Netflix party and
watch the same film together – don’t forget the popcorn!

Dinner Party
Bring the restaurant to you. You could all attempt to cook
together, or just get a takeaway. Food and fun!

Arts and Crafts
Host an arty night with your friends; paint, draw, make
friendship bracelets – anything crafty!

Disco
Are you a budding DJ or besties with a pro? Get your
favourite records on and have a party with your friends!
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